
AWOL Vision 4K Triple Laser
Projector LTV-3500 Pro, 3500
Lumen
252591

The LTV-3500 projector is the perfect choice to enhance
your home entertainment. With a brightness of 3500
lumens, it projects images in sizes from 80" to 150". What
makes this projector special is the ability to watch 3D
movies with an additional pair of glasses. Turbo mode
offers the lowest input lag for a smooth gaming
experience and allows for smooth exploration of open
worlds. So if you're looking for a projector that takes your
home entertainment to the next level, offers the ability to
watch 3D movies and provides the best gaming
experience, the LTV-3500 projector is the right choice for
you.

150" Brightest Laser TV Experience
The 150" largest 4K UHD 3D Laser TV in the world. The LTV-3500 Pro's higher brightness and larger lens aperture
enables the highest sharpness and brightness even on 150" for your private home cinema.

4K UHD with HDR10+
Featuring 4K UHD and HDR10+ image processing, the AWOL Vision casts images with the clarity and precision of 8.3
million distinct pixels.

3 Pure Lasers without Color Wheel
Unlike UST projectors with color wheel, our advanced optical system uses pure RGB triple lasers to deliver the colors
directly. It greatly improves the color vibrance and reduces the noise and rainbow effects.

107% Top REC 2020 Color Gamut
The Awol Vision UST 4K projector covers 107% of the top REC 2020 Color Gamut. It reaches 147% of DCI-P3 used
for digital movie theater projection, giving you superior contrast and color accuracy. Watch a movie on any wall and
experience brighter colors, dazzling whites, and intense blacks.

Superior Sharpness by Ricoh F2.0 Glass lens
Equipped with a customized top of the line Ricoh F2.0 glass lens from a Japanese premier brand, the LTV-3500 Pro
makes a sharp image even on a 150" screen.

PRODUCT DETAILS

2500 LUMEN, 2000 LUMEN, 3500 LUMENStyle
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Cinematic 3D Display
With a pair of active shutter 3D glasses, the LTV-3500 Pro steps you into a whole new world, you can pop in a 3D Blu-
ray for immersive 3D films at home.

Enhanced Adaptive Black Level
It will give more depth to your image by smoothly adjusting the laser output to achieve a stunning high contrast ratio
2000:1 at least. Bright scenes appear crisp and clear while dark scenes remain detailed with deep blacks and
exceptional light and shade detail.

24FPS for Cinema Purists
Most movies are shot at 24 frames per second (fps). To eliminate 3:2 pulldown judder and tao preserve the purity of
the original image, LTV-3500 Pro can accept high definition sources at 24 fps to display movies exactly as the director
intended.

Turbo Mode for Gaming
Twice as fast as Game Mode, AWOL Vision Turbo Mode design offers the lowest input lag for smooth gaming
experience, allows you to expore smoothliy in open world games with 15ms 4K@60Hz and 8ms 1080P@120Hz input
lag.

PJLink IP Control Protocol
PJLink IP control protocol supported, start to integrate your AWOL Vision LTV-3500 Pro into your smart home system
such as Control 4, SAVANT and Crestron System.

Full Color Management System
This unique feature provides you with the flexibility to finetune the color settings for optimal precision, display accurate
life-like colors to best match your viewing environment.

A Rich Audio Experience
Instantly immerse yourself with Dolby Atmos which is embedded into the AWOL Vision. With HDMI eARC, AWOL
enables Atmos with lossless audio data to your external soundbar.

Specs

Product Attributes

Picture & Display

Max. resolution: 4K UHD

Brightness: 3500 ANSI Lumens

Contrast ratio: 2000:1

Light source: TriChroma Pure Laser

Light source lifespan: 25000

3D: true

EAN: 0850025255837

Manufacturer number: LTV-3500 PRO

Product weight: 10.8 kilograms
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MEMC: true

Lens: Ricoh F2.0 Glass Lens

Codecs: HDR 10+
HDR 10
HLG

Projection

Image size: 80-150

Throw ratio: 0.25:1

Keystone adjustment: yes

Auto focus: yes

Audio

Speakers: 36W (Stereo)

Codecs & certifications: Dolby Atmos
DTS Virtual:X

Connections

Inputs: USB 2.0
HDMI (eARC)
Ethernet

Bluetooth: 5.2

Wifi: Yes, 802.11a/b/g/n/ac (Dual-
Band)

Operation

Sound level: 0-30

Power consumption: 0.5-320

Projector Specifications

Brightness: 3500

Image size: 80-150

Throw ratio: 0,25:1

Lamp life expectancy: 25000

Dimensions and Weight

Product height: 14.47

Product width: 35.3

Product length: 59.94

Product weight: 12.02

Packsize height: 29.97

Packsize width: 49.53

Packsize length: 59.9

Packaged weight: 13.38
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